Mach2 Solutions At A Glance

Marion Industries
Marion Industries, a member of the Ernie Green
(EGI) family of companies, has a powerful
integration of their Plex ERP and their equipment
utilizing Kors Mach2 (PleXML) solution. The best
way to communicate the benefits of this
integration is to use their own website’s
description of their company:

Established in 1999, EGI's Marion
Ohio facility assembles brake modules for
prominent automotive manufacturer,
Honda. Keeping with EGI's vision,
Marion's processes are engineered to
prevent the passing of defects onto the
next level. Marion utilizes a multi-layered
quality assurance program which
incorporates Verification & Validation
check points that constantly monitor the
flow of information during the entire
cycle of product assembly. In addition,
our
Visual
Management
System
organizes work flow output and provides
real-time analytics on current floor
production. Lot Traceability on all
component parts helps us identify any
potential abnormalities within each part
and provides operator identification - for
total production line accountability.

Verification & Validation
The verification & validation starts with verifying the line is running the jobs scheduled
in Plex. This is essential as the lines have many embedded operations (~15) where
the first station may be running a different job than the last – now that’s a highly
efficient change-over!

Sequencing

Each part receives a serialized part label and a matching RFID tag. The data for these labels
and tags are a mashup of Plex part attributes, PLC generated sequence numbers and
Mach2 auto-printed labels. This unique part identification is tied to process data collected
by the PLC (torque, angle, etc) married to Plex data (Job, Part, Container, etc) via Mach2.

Light Guide System
On some lines, assembly processes are error proofed
via Light Guide Systems advanced projection and
sensing technology (Augmented Reality)

The visual management
system organizes work
flow output and provides
real-time analytics on
current floor production

Production Overview

Operator Scoreboard

Production Overview

Production Overview screen
provides plant-wide visibility to shop
floor performance. Notice scrap is
reported in dollars rather than
pieces, giving everyone in the plant
visibility to the cost of quality issues.

Operator scoreboards are
used to inform and incent
the operator’s performance.

Lot Traceability
At the end of the line, as parts are packed to their containers, individual part serial numbers are
scanned. The system verifies all operations were completed properly, accumulates the individual
serial numbers, automatically records production in Plex when standard pack is reached and
automatically produces the Plex container barcode label with all the traceability captured by Plex.

Marion Industries has achieved world-class standing as a Honda
supplier. Their integrated, error-proofed processes, in combination with
empowered, informed and incented employees has created the EGI
culture of success. Mach2 integration is the tool that pulls it all together.
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